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Synopsis of an Investigative Journalism Proposal 
Where the Leads in Evidence Already Gathered in 12 Federal Cases1 

Would be Pursued in a Watergate-like Follow the money! Investigation to Answer the Question: 
Has a Federal Judgeship Become a Safe Haven for Coordinated Wrongdoing? 

 
 

This is a poignant question, for it casts doubt on the integrity of the branch of government 
that should incarnate respect for the law and high ethical values. What makes it a realistic 
question worth investigating is the fact that since 1980 judges are charged with the duty to 
discipline themselves; what is more, complaints by anybody against their conduct must be filed 
with, and handled by, them. But according to the statistics of the Administrative Office of the 
U.S. Courts2, judges systematically dismiss3 all complaints. As a result, in the last 27 years only 
three judges out of some 2,133 federal judges, have been impeached, the last one in 1989. 
Actually, in the whole 218 years since the U.S. Constitution of 1789, only 7 judges4 have been 
impeached and removed from the bench…on average one every 31 years!  

If that were the time it would take for your CEO to be held accountable by his peers for 
his conduct toward you and the other people in your office, and in the meantime he could wield 
power over your property, liberty, and life with no more consequences than the suspension of a 
decision of his, do you think that he would be tempted to treat you however he wanted? If all 
complaints of yours ended up in the wastebasket together with those of your colleagues in the 
office, would you say that they would want to know of your efforts to force your CEO and his 
peers out of their safe haven in order to require them to treat you and your colleagues with 
respect or be liable to all of you? If so, you have a U.S. audience of 300 million colleagues waiting 
to know about your efforts to hold your judicial CEO and his peers accountable for their conduct. 

Indeed, by law the chief justice of the Supreme Court and the associate justices review 
with the chief district and appellate judges twice a year reports5 showing that complaints against 
judges are dismissed systematically, which points to coordination to disregard a duty placed 
upon them by law. They have known also that in an area such as bankruptcy, judges wield 
enormous power over tens of billions of dollars annually. Power and money, the two most 
insidious and absolute corruptors in the hands of the same judges that have exempted themselves 
from any discipline. There is evidence that bankruptcy judges have engaged in a bankruptcy 
fraud scheme6 with the knowledge and support of district judges, and at least the toleration of 
circuit judges and the justices of the Supreme Court. That evidence and leads7 are hereby being 
offered for a joint Follow the money! investigative journalism project. 

The discovery of evidence that a federal judgeship has become a safe haven for coordinated 
wrongdoing is bound to have a farther reaching impact than finding out that the Watergate 
Burglary was connected to President Richard Nixon. Unlike the president and his White House 
aides, federal judges hold office for life or renewable 14-year terms and can only be removed 
through the historically useless impeachment mechanism8. Hence, the investment of investiga-
tive resources in this project would not be for a momentary scoop, but rather for the development 
of a lode of news that would implicate the Congress dominated by “the culture of corruption”9 and the 
Executive, whose agenda is challenged in court. A Follow the money! investigation from acts or 
toleration of judicial bias and disregard for the law to concealed assets would outrage the public and 
lead to a cleansing institutional crisis. For the bloggers and investigative journalists that pursued the 
story most competently there are rewards to be gained: 15 minutes of fame, a Pulitzer Prize, or the 
title of the Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein of our generation. Let’s get together to discuss the 
objectives and strategy10 to join resources and push forward this investigation.11 
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